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Executive summary
After a few challenging years in the wine industry it seems as though things are finally
looking more optimistic. Exports have increased, as well as domestic sales. The wine
industry however still faces a few challenges such as the profit margins which are declining
with primary producers still under pressure, bulk wine dominating exports and the price of
exports also declining. Another alarming issue is the extent of competitiveness of the market
and how fragmented it currently is. Shelf space is limited yet new labels are popping up like
wild mushrooms. These new brands are often not supported by sound marketing strategies
resulting in mediocre results. Many wineries haven’t realised the power of creating
successful brands. With the advertisement ban on alcoholic products looming, this will place
further pressure on wineries. When comparing the liquor consumption patterns, South Africa
isn’t considered to be a wine drinking nation but rather beer drinkers. An effort needs to be
made to increase wine consumption and develop the local market in South Africa.

The perception of a wine influences whether we will buy a wine, how we experience that
wine and also whether there will be a repurchase of the specific wine. All wineries are
therefore dependent on what the consumer’s perception of your wine is. Our perception of a
wine is mainly influenced by what we see (the label, the bottle, the brand name, the variety,
the price, the awards) but also by the taste and the environment you are enjoying it in, as
perceived by our senses. Our senses are not as singular as one might think. To our brains,
“taste” is actually a fusion of a food’s taste, smell and touch into a single sensation. It
however gets even more complex than that. How we experience that taste is influenced by
many factors, among other things its colour. Researchers have found that colour can
predominately determine the taste of a food or drink (Hoegg & Alba, 2007). Similarly in an
experiment, Frédéric Brochet asked 57 wine experts to give their comments on what looked
like a red and a white wine. The wines were actually the same white wine, one of which had
been tinted red with food colouring. But that didn’t stop the experts from describing the “red”
wine in language typically used to describe red wines. One expert praised its “jamminess,”
while another enjoyed its “crushed red fruit.” Not a single one noticed it was actually a white
wine (Lehrer, 2011). It is therefore critical to look at all sensory and non-sensory attributes
that affect one’s perception of a wine.
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Understanding the wine consumer is of the essence. Sensory analysis is a tool that can
measure, decode and interpret wine perceptions by combining analytical tests with
consumer preference tests. It can first of all determine if there is a perceivable difference,
after which that difference can be identified and measured. Sensory analysis is a science
and not the same as wine appreciation. Sensory analysis can complement traditional wine
tasting.

Sensory analysis plays a role in all parts of production from determining whether different
vineyard practises deliver differentiating results, to quality control in the cellar, product
development and filling the gap between what the consumer perceives and the product’s
specifications. Consumers often have a difficulty articulating what they taste in wine and
consumer language is seldom the same as technical language. Understanding consumer
preferences and purchasing has become increasingly important to ensure consumer
satisfaction and repurchasing. It is crucial to ensure that especially the large-producing
wineries create the right product and that it reaches the target consumer. Sensory analysis
tests can also accurately predict consumer liking (Lockshin, 2010). Currently sensory
analysis is used mostly as a research tool by large-producing wineries and academic
institutions. I conducted a survey to understand the extent of the South African wine
industry’s awareness and use of sensory evaluation and branding. From the results I
concluded that there is a definite gap in the industry with regards to sensory science. I
believe increasing the availability of such services to wineries and implementing procedures
in-house can benefit the South African wine industry.

Sensory branding is another tool I believe the wine industry can benefit from. Sensory
branding is a type of marketing that appeals to all the senses in relation to the brand. Most
marketing strategies only focus on the visual and audible elements to enhance the
perception of their product. Sensory branding uses the senses – as many as possible – to
relate with consumers on an emotional level. Adding another sense to your branding makes
the experience more memorable to the consumer. Wineries are already implementing it in
their tasting rooms to a certain extent. It is therefore very important to make sure you are
portraying the correct image, in line with your brand’s personality and the perception you
wish to convey.
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1. Introduction
No matter how passionate you are about making wine, in the end you still need to be
financially sustainable. The only way to achieve this is to ensure that your wine sells and
the profit margin is big enough after you have covered your input costs. With the industry
being so competitive and fragmented I believe one needs to continuously consider new
methods to ensure sustainability and this is where I strongly feel sensory science can play
a role and be of benefit to the South African wine industry. Although sensory analysis isn’t a
new method, its use in our industry is very limited.
The consumer’s perception of a wine influences if he/she buys the wine, how the wine is
experienced or perceived and also whether there will be a repurchase of the specific wine.
Wineries across the globe have realised that understanding the target consumer will ensure
that the right product reaches the right consumer with satisfaction.

In my dissertation I will first of all look at the current status of the South African wine industry.
Before one can offer any solutions, it’s important to look at an overview of the industry and
where the problems lie. I will then discuss all the sensory and non-sensory factors in detail
that have an impact on how we perceive a wine. Wine perception is the essence of this
dissertation. After this, I will discuss what sensory analysis is, how it is used and why the
South African wine industry can benefit from it in my view. I will also briefly discuss wine
marketing including consumer purchasing behaviour and preferences. I will finally look at the
advantages of sensory branding and how sensory science can be practically implemented in
South African wineries.

With this Dissertation I wish to link all the dots and inform the wine industry why
understanding, interpreting and utilising perceptions in wine are important.
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2. Current status of the South African wine
industry
2.1 DEFINITIONS

According to SAWIS (2013) the South African wine industry is much more widely referred to
than the ordinary meaning of the word “wine”. Brandy and its building blocks (wine for brandy
and distilling wine) forms a significant part of South Africa’s wine industry. In recent
years grape juice and grape juice concentrate for use in non-alcoholic beverages, and not
just for the sweetening of wine, have also become increasingly important. The South African
wine industry thus includes wine (natural, fortified and sparkling), wine for brandy, distilling
wine, brandy and other spirits distilled from distilling wine, and grape juice and grape juice
concentrate for use in wine and non-alcoholic products. For the purposes of this dissertation,
I will only focus on wine as defined below and exclude all the other categories since they
cannot be marketed as “wine” and the consumer therefore does not perceive it as wine.

The following definitions apply (South African Wine Industry Directory, 2013:496):


Wine includes the following:
 Natural wine is non-fortified and non-sparkling wine, including perlé wine which is
wine carbonated to the extent that the pressure in the container in which it is sold is
between 75 and 300 kPa. It also includes any grape juice or must and grape juice or
must concentrate used in the sweetening of such natural wine.
 Fortified wine is non-sparkling wine which has been fortified with wine spirit. It
includes the volume of wine spirit used in the fortification process.
 Sparkling wine is wine carbonated (either by fermentation or by impregnation with
carbon dioxide) to the extent that the pressure in the container in which it is sold is
more than 300 kPa. It includes any grape juice or must and grape juice or must
concentrate used in the sweetening of such sparkling wine.
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2.2 LIQUOR CONSUMPTION IN SOUTH AFRICA
Our biggest competitor in the wine industry isn’t our winery counterparts but rather beer,
RTD’s and spirits. In order for the South African wine industry to grow, market share from
one of the other categories needs to be taken.
Figure 1: Total liquor market by volume and value

Source Retief (2012)

South Africa is clearly a beer-drinking nation with beer dominating in both volume and value
as can be seen in the figure above. Table 1 illustrates that the RTD market has shown the
most growth over the past couple of years. In the spirits market Brandy sales have gone
down considerably whilst Whisky and Vodka sales have increased.

According to Holtzkampf (2012) the total liquor market grew by only 2.0 per cent in 2011
whilst our population growth is in excess of 2.0% and bearing in mind the numbers of illegal
immigrants, our per capita consumption of legal products thus continues to decline.
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Table 1: Total litres (all categories) for liquor consumption in South Africa
YEAR

NATURAL WINE FORTIFIED
WINE

SPARKLING
WINE

TOTAL WINE

SPIRITS

RTDs

BEER

GRAND TOTAL

TOTAL %
CHANGE

1996
1997

326 935 332
321 711 511

37 975 562
37 607 040

7 928 130
7 572 678

372 839 024
366 891 229

115 351 000
116 291 000

113 000 000
130 000 000

2 663 030 000
2 645 440 000

3 264 220 024
3 258 622 229

1.5
-0.2

1998

309 310 952

33 114 486

7 318 529

349 743 967

108 622 500

143 000 000

2 656 265 000

3 257 631 467

0.0

1999

316 031 163

30 605 029

9 074 384

355 710 576

102 470 000

154 500 000

2 819 225 000

3 431 905 576

5.3

2000

329 732 140

28 430 650

5 861 993

364 024 783

99 055 000

172 000 000

2 611 950 000

3 247 029 783

-5.4

2001

337 405 875

28 430 650

6 076 093

371 912 618

98 240 000

195 000 000

2 590 800 000

3 255 952 618

0.3

2002

337 400 630

29 700 000

7 040 009

374 140 639

98 949 000

200 000 000

2 598 265 000

3 271 354 639

0.5

2003

296 473 391

30 000 000

7 324 936

333 798 327

99 055 000

199 500 000

2 690 790 000

3 323 143 327

1.6

2004

299 428 807

31 000 000

8 005 285

338 434 092

101 865 000

205 000 000

2 613 000 000

3 258 299 092

-2.0

2005

293 985 618

32 000 000

8 256 847

334 242 465

104 790 000

233 200 000

2 684 500 000

3 356 732 465

3.0

2006

295 701 833

33 500 000

8 293 090

337 494 923

109 340 000

283 200 000

2 740 800 000

3 470 834 923

3.4

2007

312 129 717

34 150 000

9 232 824

355 512 541

114 330 000

327 900 000

2 818 800 000

3 616 542 541

4.2

2008

312 398 624

33 700 000

9 722 667

355 821 291

116 237 000

346 300 000

2 845 000 000

3 663 358 291

1.3

2009

296 531 496

33 363 000

8 504 249

338 398 745

112 230 000

363 150 000

2 848 000 000

3 661 778 745

0.0

2010

304 403 901

33 100 000

8 916 889

346 420 790

112 200 000

375 800 000

2 902 000 000

3 736 420 790

2.0

2011

310 812 306

33 100 000

8 799 412

352 711 718

115 490 000

390 520 000

2 968 500 000

3 827 221 718

2.4

2012

319 819 514

32 900 000

8 481 898

361 201 412

117 925 000

431 900 000

3 016 000 000

3 927 026 412

2.6

Figures based on various industry sources
Notes: Natural wine excludes the grape-based liquor and alcoholic fruit beverage
component. Beer is RSA only.
All other product categories are RSA & Southern Africa Customs Union countries (Botswana, Lesotho,
Namibia and Swaziland). Wine and sparkling wine do not include bottled and/or imported products.
Bottled and/or imported portion is small.
All other product categories include imported products.
Ready to drink (RTD) refers to both alcoholic fruit beverages and spirit coolers

“Ales” are excluded as there is no trustworthy data available. However, the Western Cape
police estimated the volumes at around 120 million litres. That results to a third of the local
wine industry in terms of volume. Over the past five years the standard price market has
declined due to “ales” whereas all the other wine categories therefore increasing in share
( Holtzkampf, 2012).
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2.3 OVERVIEW OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN WINE INDUSTRY

2.3.1 Vine and producer status
Figure 2: Vineyard Status in South Africa (Excluding Sultana)

Source SAWIS

From the figure above it is rather evident that more vines are being uprooted than planted in
South Africa since 2006.

2.3.2 Production and producers
According to the 2012 statistics South Africa is ranking 8th in world volume of wine
production with 870.9 million litres of wine being produced in 2012. There are 3440 primary
wine producers and 528 cellars which crush grapes.
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2.3.3 Domestic market share and per capita consumption of wine
Domestic sales of wine have started to increase yet our per capita consumption for
wine is very low especially since South Africa is a wine producing country. We are
ranked at 60th when it comes to per capita consumption with our mere 7.0 litres,
according to Euromonitor Statistics 2011, as can be seen in the table below. It is
therefore evident that an increase in awareness of wine is necessary. Domestic
consumption of wine needs to be increased. The importance of reaching the Black
Diamonds is going to play an integral role in achieving this (Ndanga, 2009).
Table 2: Per capita wine consumption globally (Source : SAWIS)
COUNTRY
Luxembourg
Portugal
Italy
France
Argentina
Australia
Chile
Croatia
USA
South Africa

WINE
LITRES
64.0
45.9
41.0
39.2
24.4
23.8
13.7
12.5
8.8
7.0

RANK
1
2
3
4
17
18
38
40
51
60

When looking at the provinces in South Africa, the Western Cape and Gauteng dominate the
local market in terms of market share by value. The implication of this is that there is
enormous growth potential in the other provinces and that wineries should therefore address
this opportunity.
Table 3: Market share per province

Source Nielsen Data (Retief, 2012)
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The wine market grew by 4.1% last year and this year SAWIS expects growth of 3.0%.
Similar to last year, the growth will mostly be in the Super Premium and Premium
categories. The growth in the wine sector will come mostly from the sector selling at
between R18 and R45 per bottle (Holtzkampf 2012).

2.3.4 Important role players locally
Figure 3: Top 10 companies – Value versus volume (all packaging)

Source Nielsen Data (Retief, 2012)

From the figure above it is evident that Distell dominates the market in terms of value,
owning 33% and also by volume. Vinimark is in second place with a slight lead followed by
Namaqua based on value. DGB and Van Loveren follows in fourth place both with 5%
market share in terms of value. When looking at rankings it’s important to consider the value
in terms of market share. One cannot bank volume sales or market share but you can bank
value (Retief, 2012). Distell’s top performing brands interestingly enough include the
following:
•

Paarle Perle

•

Autumn Harvest Crackling

•

Drostdy-Hof

•

Overmeer

•

Cellar Cask

•

JC Le Roux

•

Nederburg

•

Tassenberg

•

Two Oceans

•

Obikwa
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When looking at individual brands, Namaqua ranks no. 1, followed by Robertson Winery,
Autumn Harvest, Drostdy Hof and Four Cousins (Retief, 2012).
Figure 4: Top 10 brands – Value versus volume (all packaging)

Source Nielsen Data (Retief, 2012)

2.3.5 Exports
Currently 48% of the South African wine production is being exported compared to 2001
when only 33.4% was exported (as percentage of total wine produced). According to
Foxcroft (2009) the substantial growth of wine exports since 1994 has provided an outlet
for producers who no longer need to rely solely on the waning interest of the domestic
market. As a result, there has been little effort in the past decade by the industry to
develop the domestic market.
Table 4: Total South African wine exports (Million litres)

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

407

389

370

350

408

R15.80

R16.12

R17.24

R16.29

R14.31

Total volume
(Million litres)
Average price per litre

South Africa’s total wine exports declined from 407.3 million litres in 2008 to 350.4 million litres in 2011 but bounced
back to 409.0 million litres in 2012.
Interestingly, the average price per litre dropped from a high of R17.24 in 2010 to its lowest level of R14,31 in 2012,
as bulk exports made up the majority (61%) of the volume exported in 2012.
Source: SAWIS Export Data 2008-2012
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Bulk wine exports have increased from 183.9 million litres (45%) in 2008 to 248.4 million
litres (61%) in 2012 at the cost of packaged exports which have declined from 223.4
million litres in 2008 (55%) to 160.5 million litres (39%) in 2012. The long-term
sustainability of this trend remains uncertain.
“The record levels are the result of a more favourable currency, as well as the global
shortage of wines, stemming from a significant drop in the recent harvests of competitor
wine-producing nations in Europe, Latin America, Australia and New Zealand," Su Birch,
CEO of WOSA said in a statement, referring to total exports. She said this was in line with a
growing global trend. She explained that over the past decade, bulk wine exports from the
major New World wine-producing countries had risen from around 20% to over half of wine
volumes traded, against the background of protracted recessionary market conditions.
(Birch, 2013:1)

“The reality we face also confronts Australia, Chile, Argentina and even New Zealand”, she
said while packaged wines generally offered higher returns, local producers had been forced
to accept that to compete globally; they had to provide what the mainstream markets
wanted. “Obviously we would prefer the accent to be on packaged wines, from a reputational
perspective for Brand South Africa, in terms of job retention in the packaging industry and
also to maintain sustainable profit margins for producers. We are therefore greatly
encouraged by the recent growth of packaged exports to North America, Japan, China, as
well as several increasingly affluent African nations, all to regions where we have been
increasing our marketing investment.” (Birch, 2013:1)
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2.4 CURRENT PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES WITHIN THE WINE INDUSTRY
2.4.1 Global oversupply
According to Dr Johan Bruwer (2012), global wine supply is rapidly heading towards
balance. This is mainly due to weather damage in Europe and Argentina. So the global
oversupply is not going to be a major problem for much longer.

2.4.2 Bulk Wine Exports
The increase in total exports is a good thing yet the fact that 61% of those exports are due to
bulk wine is alarming to many in the wine industry. Even though the volume of exports has
drastically increased, the price has still declined. This is mainly due to the price of bulk wines
not even increasing with inflation. The long-term sustainability of this trend remains uncertain
and therefore the risks involved here are high for the wine industry. An increase in exports
has resulted in wineries making little effort in the past decade to develop the domestic
market (Foxcroft 2009). The implications stretch even further with income and job
opportunities being compromised in the packaging sector due to the increase in bulk versus
packaged exports.

2.4.3 Low per capita consumption and domestic sales
Even though domestic sales and per capita consumption have increased slightly after an all
time low in 2009, there is still vast potential to grow the local market. Per capita consumption
of wine has decreased from 9.24 litres in 1996 to 6.98 litres in 2012. Ways to develop the local
market to balance exports is crucial. The black middle class, increasingly referred to as the
Black Diamonds are the most powerful marketing trend in the last 10 years according to
Ndanga (2009) as they have emerged as the strongest buying influence in the economy and
making inroads in understanding this market presents a good opportunity. Understanding
wine perception and your target market is essential.
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2.4.4 Narrow profit margins and competitiveness
Figure 5: Bottom line price points

Source: Retief (2012)

The profit made on a R29.99 bottle of wine is currently estimated at 88 cents, as can be
seen in the figure above. This is not financially sustainable unless you have vast volumes.
Even then it creates immense pressure for producers. When reviewing the table below it\s
evident the R30-R40 price segment is also the category with the lowest growth being lower
than 1% yet represents nearly 30% of the market. Although all wineries want to be in the
more premium price categories it’s not as simple as simply increasing the price of your wine.
Wine perception plays a very important role in this regard.
Figure 6: Volume growth points (750ml)

Source: Retief (2012)
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2.4.5 Retail distribution
According to Holtzkampf (2012:7) a challenge for the wine industry is specifically
determined by “how to handle the increase in outlets and increased importance of the three
grocery chains. In 2006 the three grocery chains (Spar, Pick ’n Pay & Shoprite/Checkers)
had 1,391 outlets and now in 2012 they have grown to 1,959 outlets. A growth of 41% in
the number of outlets. Spar now has 990 outlets, up by 21% since 2006. Similar figures for
Pick ’n Pay with 403 outlets, an 83% increase and Shoprite/Checkers with 566 outlets, a
61% increase. In total these three groups are responsible for 40% of the Premium and
Super Premium wine sales.”

2.4.6 Fragmentation
The number of wine cellars responsible for the crushing of grapes has increased from 505 in
2003 to 582 in 2012. According to the South African Wine Industry guide there are currently
1680 brands locally. The latter explains the enormous competitiveness and fragmentation in
the market. Those 1680 brands are all in competition with each other as well as with other
alcoholic drinks like beer, ciders, RTDs and spirits. Within the latter categories, brands are
fewer with regards to numbers. I was unable to find the correct number of total wine brands
(including export brand labels) but an anonymous source estimated it to be between 4000
and 5000.

2.4.7 Advertising/marketing spend
According to Retief (2013), the average expenditure for an established brand is 8-10% of the
turnover. When establishing a new brand many believe 25% of the turnover needs to be
invested to ensure growth. In his opinion one has to “Bite the bullet to make a profit in the
long run” (Interview 2013). It is the one element on which wineries always try to downscale
due to the profit margins becoming smaller as well as the vast competition. Marketing is often
the one element from which one can steal. It’s important to manage one’s marketing budget
effectively in the current economic stand.
The wine industry’s biggest competitors are the beer, cider, RTDs and spirits categories. Our
competition is not only the other wine brands. Taking market share from another wine brand
isn’t going to help the wine industry in South Africa as a whole. The focus should rather be to
take market share from the other categories. It’s very interesting to look at how much these
categories spend on advertising compared to the wine industry.
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Wine holds ±12 % of the liquor market share yet it spends only 4% on advertising and
marketing, as can be seen in figure 7 below. The wine industry is spending 66% less than its
market value on advertising.
Figure 7: Advertising spend (Total liquor)

Source: Retief (2012)

Beer and cider own 65% of the market share in terms of value and they spend 62% on
marketing and advertising – almost equal amounts. The spirits category owns 23% and they
spend 34% on advertising – 11% more than their market share. The wine industry wants to
grow yet they are not willing to spend more on reaching that growth.
Figure 8: Advertising spend (Total liquor) 3-year comparison

Source: Retief (2012)
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From figure 8 above one can see that beer has increased on its marketing spend whilst
wine is spending almost half compared to 2009.

It is evident that there is a direct impact when comparing who in the wine industry is
actually spending money on marketing and advertising (see figure 9). Distell leads the
market yet they also spend the most on marketing. The same accounts for the other top
brands. The key is not only to spend the money but to spend it effectively so that every
sent works for the brand.
Figure 9: Advertising spend (by company)

Source: Retief (2012)

2.4.8 Advertising ban
The government’s plan to ban alcohol advertising, sponsorship and promotion will make
it even more difficult to reach the consumer. Established brands have an advantage
but it’s going to be very difficult for new brands to enter the market.

2.4.9 Brand loyalty
It is evident that the problem isn’t whether the consumer has money to buy liquor but
rather if he is in fact going to spend it on wine and which wine. Not enough is being done
to build strong brands. The consumer is willing to buy another brand if the price difference
is R2 (Retief, 2013). Brand equity and the perception of one’s brand needs to be improved
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in this regard.

2.4.10Ales
Even though measures have been taken to try and stop illicit trading, ales still steal a lot of
market share from wine.
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3.Wine preference and perception
3.1 INTRODUCTION
A particular wine style won’t appeal to every wine consumer, considering factors such as the
biological, cultural and genetic variability existing among individuals. Target markets are
therefore divided into segments according to these varying factors.

3.2 CONSUMER WINE PREFERENCES

Only a few taste preferences are instinctive. According to Bester (2012), The Neophobia
phenomena explains this, since a new flavour will be rejected at first experience but with
repeated exposure one develops a preference for it. Neophobia is defined as the fear of new
things or experiences. Furthermore drinking and enjoying wine is seen as a cultivated
preference. Rozin et al. (1986) found that alcoholic beverages were initially regarded as
unpalatable substances but that young adults eventually acquired a preference for it over
time.

Two studies (in Lesschaeve 2011:1) found that wine can evoke sensory properties such as
bitterness and unfamiliar aromas (e.g. oaky, green aromas), which are typically disliked by
children when encountered in food. A liking for these unpalatable flavours requires an
associative learning process. Rozin et al. (1986) showed that a preference for bitter products
such as coffee, wine or beer developed when the unpleasant sensory characteristics resulted
in desirable post-ingestion consequences.

Consumers usually start drinking white or sweeter wines. Over time they trade up to drier or
red wines. This is a function of both experience, knowledge and confidence.
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3.3 WHAT DOES WINE CONSIST OF?
Figure 10: Wine constituents

Source: www.benefits-of-resveratrol.com

Wine is a complex mixture made up of mostly water (± 80%), 8-15% alcohol and the rest is
where the sugar, acid and aroma flavours come in. The chemistry and physics behind the
components are a dissertation on its own and will therefore not be discussed in detail. There
is however extensive information available to those who are interested.

3.4 HOW OUR SENSES INFLUENCE PERCEPTION
It may come as a surprise, but ones senses are not as singular as you might think. Our five
senses are categorised into two groups: the physical senses (sight and sound) and the
chemical senses (taste and smell). Touch can be described as both physical and chemical
and will be explained below.

3.4.1 Sight
Sight is the most seductive sense of them all and often overrules the other senses. It has the
power to persuade us against all logic. In 1988 Dr H. A. Roth performed a test where he
asked hundreds of students to assess the sweetness of a lemon-and-lime flavoured drink in
various degrees of colour intensity. Most of the students got it wrong as they believed the
stronger the colour the sweeter the drink. In actual fact it was quite the opposite: the stronger
the colour the more sour the drink became (Lindstrom, 2005).
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According to Dana Small, a neuroscientist at the Yale School of Medicine, “Although sight is
not technically part of taste, it certainly influences perception. Interestingly, food and drink
are identified predominantly by the senses of smell and sight, not taste. Food can be
identified by sight alone – we don’t have to eat a strawberry to know it is a strawberry. The
same goes for smell, in many cases.” (Hill, 2011:1)

Researchers have found that colour can predominately determine the taste of a food or
drink. For example, when evaluating the taste of orange juice, researchers have found that
given two cups of the same Tropicana orange juice, with one cup darkened with food
colouring, the members of the researcher’s sample group perceived differences in taste that
did not exist. However, when given two cups of orange juice that were the same colour, with
one cup sweetened with sugar, the same people failed to perceive taste differences. It
seems unlikely that our consumers deliberately eschewed taste for colour as a basis for
discrimination (Hoegg & Alba, 2007).

Marketers have long known about this connection. Similarly, in 1957 marketing pioneer
Louis Cheskin reported that adding 15 per cent more yellow to green 7UP cans caused
consumers to perceive the soft drink as having a more lemony-limey flavour. The same
phenomena happened in this case of Crystal Pepsi. After Pepsi changed the colour of the
soda from brown to clear, while maintaining the same taste and ingredients, the sale of the
soda plummeted. It was discontinued from the shelves after a couple of months. (Hill, 2011)

In 2001, Frédéric Brochet, of the University of Bordeaux, conducted two separate and very
mischievous experiments. In the first test, Brochet invited 57 wine experts and asked them to
give their impressions of what looked like two glasses of red and white wine. The wines were
actually the same white wine, one of which had been tinted red with food colouring. But that
didn’t stop the experts from describing the “red” wine in language typically used to describe
red wines. One expert praised its “jamminess,” while another enjoyed its “crushed red fruit.”
Not a single one noticed it was actually a white wine (Lehrer, 2011).

The second test Brochet conducted was even more damning. He took middling Bordeaux
and served it in two different bottles. One bottle had a fancy grand cru label, the other bottle
was an ordinary vin du lable. Despite the fact that they were actually being served the exact
same wine, the experts gave the differently labelled bottles nearly opposite ratings. The
grand cru was “agreeable, woody, complex, balanced and rounded,” while the vin du table
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was “weak, short, light, flat and faulty”. Forty experts said the wine with the fancy label was
worth drinking, while only 12 said the cheap wine was drinkable (Lehrer, 2011).
What the two experiments above illustrate is not that the tasters couldn’t taste the wine but
rather that they were biased by what they saw. Researchers found that experts’ aroma
judgements on white wine that was coloured red were more accurate when the wine was
presented in opaque glasses than when presented in clear glasses (Lesschaeve, 2007).
Perceptual bias is exemplified in the situation where a wine judge ‘smells’ or
‘tastes’ something that is not objectively present, presumably due to expectations which
can be initiated by cues such as the label on a bottle, or by the colour of a wine.

3.4.2 Taste
To our brains, “taste” is actually a fusion of a food’s taste, smell and touch into a single
sensation. Taste, also commonly referred to as gustation, is detected by special structures
called taste buds. We have about 10 000 taste buds in our mouth and women have more
than men. It is therefore generally believed that women are more sensitive to taste than
men. As one gets older, ones sense of taste becomes less sensitive. Implications of the
former is that food that used to be “too strong” as a child will now be enjoyed (Lindstrom,
2005).
Taste is evoked by non-volatile compounds, molecules or ions that stimulate receptors
located at the surface of the tongue, as well as on the surface of the oral cavity and the
throat. These receptor cells are grouped in compact formations and are collectively called
taste buds. There are about 500 million gustatory receptors in humans; 30-80 per taste bud.
These buds are gathered into different structures called papillae (Lesschaeve, 2013).
Figure 11: Our taste buds

Source: IFT
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There are five basic tastes: sweet, sour, salty, bitter and umami. The perception and
recognition of umami seems to be culturally dependent. For example, the Asian cultures
recognise umami as a single perception whereas Westerners tend to describe umami by the
combination of two to three other tastes. Umami is not encountered in wine (Lesschaeve,
2013).
Contrarily to the aromatic compounds, taste compounds are less numerous and are well
known in wine as shown in the table below.
Table 5: Compounds responsible for taste perception in wine and their origins

Source: Lesschaeve (2013)

The tongue map myth
According to Lesscaeve, the tongue map illustrated below has been distributed and taught to
many sensory and wine students, until one discovered that this map was faulty, due to a poor
translation from German to English (Lesschaeve, 2013).
Figure 12: The tongue map

Source: Lesschaeve (2013)

Rather, our taste buds are spread all over the surface of the tongue, on its side and even at
the beginning of the throat. Although some receptors are specific to tastes (i.e. sensitive to
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either sweet, sour, salty or bitter chemicals) they are not grouped in specific locations as was
believed previously (Lesschaeve, 2013).
Taste and smell are so closely related that when one suffers from a cold, taste is impaired by
approximately 80%. Smell is estimated to be 10 000 times more sensitive than taste making
taste the weakest of the 5 senses according to Lindstrom (2005).

3.4.3 Smell
“You can close your eyes, cover your ears, refrain from touch, and reject taste, but smell is
part of the air we breathe. It’s the one sense you can’t turn off” (Lindstrom 2005:24). Our
sense of smell is connected to memory and can be a powerful tool. Details of one’s
childhood may be difficult to remember whilst a whiff of homemade bread can instantly
transport you back in time. Our sense of smell often protects us. One usually smells the milk
bottle before pouring milk, likewise the smell of fish or meat indicates how fresh it is.

In contrast to taste, where there are only five tastes (four when it comes to wine), humans
can smell hundreds of compounds. One cannot taste a strawberry – you can only taste the
sweet and sour play yet you can smell it’s a strawberry. Olfaction, or our sense of smell, is
triggered by volatile compounds, which are able to reach the olfactory receptors located at
the top of our nostrils. According to Lesscaeve (2013) 80% of our wine perceptions are
olfactory in nature. There are more than a thousand volatile compounds in wine that can be
perceived as thousands of different aromas.
Figure 13: Olofactory pathways

Source: Lesschaeve (2013)
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“While there are cases where a given volatile compound is the signature of a given aroma
perception, most of what we perceive when smelling a glass of wine is the result of
combined compounds and their equilibrium with the other wine constituents” (Lesschaeve
2013).
Many chemists have tried to decipher the relations between a molecule structure and its
olfactive quality. This is not easy. A same aroma can be evoked by molecules of very
different structures. On the other hand, two molecules with very similar chemical structure
can be perceived as completely different aromas. Below is a table illustrating a few aromas
that have been identified as well as the chemicals responsible. (Lesschaeve 2013).
Table 6: Compounds responsible for aroma perceptions in wine and their aromas

Source: Lesschaeve (2013)

One of the biggest problems with our sense of smell is the lack of vocabulary to describe a
wine’s attribute.

3.4.4 Touch
With regards to wine, one needs to look at the sense of touch from two angles. This sense
can firstly be described as the texture, body or mouthfeel of a wine when referring to the
intrinsic cues. This is experienced directly when tasting and assessing a wine. Secondly
touch as perceived by our skin with regards to the extrinsic cues plays a role with regards to
bottle weight, opening of a screw cap and whether or not the bottle is embossed as in the
case with Chateauneuf-du-Pape wines. The latter will be discussed in the sensory branding
section.

Mouthfeel
“Mouthfeel, or body, is the textural impression created by a wine” according to the Wine &
Spirit Education Trust (WSET 2012:56). It is not a single component but rather an overall
impression created by all the structural components working together. For most wines,
alcohol is the main factor contributing to body. Sugar and fruit extract also adds body whilst
acid makes a wine feel lighter. Generally high levels of tannin makes a wine feel fuller but
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low levels of astringent tannin can make it seem harsher, thinner and therefore lighter in
body. According to Cohen (2012) the texture of a wine plays an important part when
differentiating quality and there is interplay between areas. The body of a wine refers more to
the perception of weight, volume or viscosity in the mouth. Tannins provide astringency,
contributing to the perception of wine texture and mouthfeel. The “finish” of a wine is the
collection of sensation after you have swallowed or spat the wine. When assessing the finish
one should only include the persistence of the desirable sensation as well as how long the
sensation lingers, which is an important quality factor. A wine with a very long lingering bitter
aftertaste, but with fruit impressions disappearing quickly, should be described as a short
finish.

3.4.5 Sound
Even though sound isn’t physically used in the process of assessing a wine’s quality or origin
(when physically tasting), sound plays a role in reaching the consumer and will therefore be
discussed shortly. This sense is quite important in the experience of drinking wine, not so
much in analytical tasting. The sound of a popping cork is always pleasing to the ear.
Similarly the cracking open of a screw cap is perceived by many consumers as an indication
of freshness in a wine and a feeling of festivity. Just as smell is connected to memory, so is
sound connected to mood. Sound does in fact generate mood by creating feelings and
emotions. A romantic movie isn’t nearly as emotional if you watch it in mute (Lindstrom,
2005).

In a new study, Adrian North has shown that when people drink wine to the accompaniment
of music, they perceive the wine to have taste characteristics that reflect the nature of the
music playing. North tested out the taste perceptions of 250 university students as they drank
either Montes Alpha 2006 Cabernet Sauvignon (red wine) or Chardonnay (white wine)
– both Chilean wines. The difference came in with the background music. Some of the
participants sampled their glass to the tune of music previously identified by a separate group
of people as powerful and heavy (Carmina Burana by Orff). Others drank their wine to
music rated earlier as subtle and refined (Waltz of the Flowers from Tchaikovsky’s
‘Nutcracker’). Another group sipped to the tune of zingy and refreshing music (Just Can’t Get
Enough by Nouvelle Vague). Lastly, the remaining participants drank their wine with mellow
and soft music in the background (Slow Breakdown by Michael Brook). There was also a
control group who drank the wine with no music (North, 2011).
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After they’d savoured their wine for five minutes, the participants were asked to rate how
much they felt the wine was powerful and heavy; subtle and refined; mellow and soft; and
zingy and refreshing. The results showed that the music had a consistent effect on the
participants’ perception of the wine. They tended to think their wine had the qualities of the
music they were listening to. So, for example, both the red and white wines were given the
highest ratings for being powerful and heavy by those participants who drank them to the
tune of Carmina Burana (North, 2011).

And this is why the ambience of a tasting room or restaurant matters. All those rituals of the
table are not mere routines. Instead, they help us make sense of the incomplete information
coming from the tongue. For instance, when we eat a meal in a fancy setting, full of
elaborate place settings, fine porcelain and waiters wearing tuxedos, the food is likely going
to taste different than if we ate the same food as take-aways.
According to North (2011:1) “When people hear music this represents more than just the
action of sound waves upon the ear drum. Rather, when this information reaches the cortex,
the brain interprets these sounds. In particular, hearing a particular piece of music activates,
or primes, related pieces of information. For example, when we hear Sgt Pepper’s Lonely
Hearts Club Band by The Beatles this primes thoughts relating to the 1960s, hippies, flower
power, the Vietnam War, and so on.”

The ability of music to prime other aspects of our knowledge has implications for our
attitudes and behaviours. Because music primes certain thoughts, it makes us more likely to
use these thoughts when asked to subsequently think or act. As an example of this, an
earlier study (North et al., 1997) played French and German music in a supermarket.
Shoppers were not told that the music was French or German, but by using either accordions
(French) or an oompah band (German) this nonetheless primed notions of ‘Frenchness’
or ‘Germanness’. Consistent with this priming, French music led to French wine outselling
German wine by five bottles to one, whereas German music led to German wine outselling
French wine by two bottles to one. Music primed certain thoughts and people reacted
accordingly. Customers did not seem to be aware of the effect that music had on
their selections.
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3.5 WINE ATTRIBUTES, CUES AND CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR

The way in which a consumer chooses a wine seems to be determined by the following
factors according to Mueller (2004):
•

Search attributes
These are assessed in-store prior to wine purchasing and include extrinsic wine cues
such as:

•

–

Producer

–

Brand

–

Region

–

Cultivar

–

Packaging

–

Price

–

Medals or award stickers

Experience attributes
These are assessed after wine purchasing and refer to a wine’s intrinsic properties,
namely:
–

Taste, aroma, flavour, mouthfeel

The taste of a wine was highly correlated with wine choice in a study by Thompson
and Vourvachis (1995). The taste of the wine represents one of the major perceived
risks presented by Mitchell and Greatorex (1988) and was the risk that concerned
consumers the most.
•

Credence attributes
These cannot be assessed during consumption but still influence wine perception
and preference. They include characteristics such as health benefits, environmental
benefits, ingredients or production methods used for a wine (Mueller et al., 2009).
Examples include:
–

A wine’s carbon footprint

–

Whether eggs are used in fining

–

Fairtrade, BWI, WIETA

–

Biodynamic or organic
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Wine perception is therefore the interplay between these extrinsic and intrinsic factors and
how they are perceived by our sense. How a consumer perceives a wine influences if the
consumer will buy the, how the wine is experienced and whether the consumer will buy it
again. Consumers use both intrinsic and extrinsic cues when forming opinions regarding
product quality (Veale et al., 2006). Satisfaction is based on whether the consumer’s
expectations were met or even exceeded. Wineries are therefore dependent on a
consumer’s perception of a wine.
Products and services are bundles of attributes used as ‘cues’ by consumers to shape
opinions of expected or experienced product quality. An intrinsic product cue can be any
product characteristic inherent in the product itself, such as the taste of wine (as perceived
by our senses), while an extrinsic cue is a product characteristic not fundamental to the
product itself but externally attributed to the good or service (Veale et al., 2006).

According to Veal et al. (2006) previous research has shown that consumers vary in their
reliance on both intrinsic and extrinsic cues as well as in their ability to accurately assess
product cues accurately. Marketing practitioners thus need to understand the respective
influence of extrinsic cues in consumers’ quality assessment process to ensure that
marketing efforts are focused towards enhancing those attributes most likely to influence
consumers’ opinions regarding quality.

3.6 HOW EXTRINSIC CUES INFLUENCE OUR PERCEPTION OF A WINE

Extrinsic wine cues generate a sensory expectation (Mueller et al., 2001) and are also what
leads to an initial purchasing decision of a new product. Extrinsic cues in wine include the
region, brand, producer, packaging, label, bottle type and award stickers. According to
Mueller et al (2001:1) a number of studies have quantified a very strong combined effect of
brand, price and/or origin in their sensory liking and willingness to pay.

Antonio Rangel, an associate professor of economics at Caltech, and his colleagues had 20
volunteers taste five wine samples which, they were told, were identified by their different
retail prices: $5, $10, $35, $45 and $90 per bottle. While the subjects tasted and evaluated
the wines, their brains were scanned using Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging or
FMRI. However, there was a catch to this experiment. Although the subjects had been told
that they would taste five different, variously priced wines, they actually had sampled only
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three. Wines 1 and 2 were used twice, but labelled with two different prices. For example,
wine 2 was presented as the $90 wine (its actual retail price) and also as the $10 wine. The
results indicated that not only did they say they liked the more expensive wine better, they
physically enjoyed it more (Rangel, 2008).

Research by Mueller et al. (2009) concluded that extrinsic product attributes play a very
strong role, if not the strongest, for consumer wine choice. A study conducted by Prof
Lockshin (2010) confirms this and delivered interesting results. The object of the study was
to determine the relative importance to wine consumers of sensory and non-sensory
attributes on liking and choice. Results indicated that after tasting the wines, consumers’
future purchases were mainly predicted by their original choices, not by how much they liked
the wine. These results are somewhat contradictory to traditional marketing beliefs.

Availability and price were the most important predictors of sales (Lockshin, 2010). The
former can be explained due to the effects of the economy and support Retief’s (2013) view
that the modern consumer is quite fickle and not as brand loyal as one would like to think.
The consumer would be willing to buy your competitor’s wine if the price difference was R2.
This is due to the lack of proper branding.

The methods used by Lockshin (2010) are science-based and validated against actual sales
in the market using AC Nielsen data, rather than on consumer attitudes towards the taste or
packaging of wines. Interestingly, after tasting the wines, consumers had a preferred liking
for the more expensive wines, but did not actually choose these wines for repurchasing
purposes.
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4. Sensory analysis
4.1 WHAT IS SENSORY ANALYSIS?

Sensory analysis or sensory evaluation as it is often referred to, has been defined by the
Sensory Evaluation Division of the Institute of Food Technologists as “a scientific discipline
used to evoke, measure, analyse and interpret those responses to products that are
perceived by the senses of sight, smell, touch, taste and hearing” (Anonymous, 1975).
Liebiech (2010:68) simplifies this definition by saying “sensory evaluation is an organised
approach to tasting, the results of which can be used to develop products and maintain
quality”. It can be used to reduce uncertainty and risks in making decisions and to ensure
delivery of new products that will be accepted by consumers.
It’s important to note that formal sensory analysis is a science and not the same as wine
appreciation. Another element that needs to be stressed is that I propose sensory evaluation
to be used to complement traditional wine tasting and not to replace it. The two figures below
illustrate the difference between sensory analysis and wine appreciation.
Figure 14: Sensory analysis

Source:

Figure 15: Wine appreciation

http://www.winetasting-demystified.com/five-senses.html

4.2 WHO USES SENSORY ANALYSIS AND WHAT FOR?

Sensory analysis is used as both a research tool and a business tool (Lesschaeve, 2007).
Most large consumer goods companies have departments dedicated to sensory analysis
especially within the food and beauty industries. Examples include Coca-Cola and Unilever
(including brands such as Sunlight, Omo, Knorr, Dove , Flora).
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Sensory analysis is not a new method but with regards to the wine industry it is relatively
unknown, used formally only by academic institutions and large-producing wineries. This is
mainly due to the costs involved and demand being low. Global companies such as
Constellation, E&J Gallo and Foster’s use sensory research successfully (Oelofse, 2012).
According to Dr Sulette Oelofse, sensory analyst at Distell, it is only used “formally” in the
South African wine industry by the University of Stellenbosch for academic purposes as well
as outsourcing their services, and at Distell. Sensory evaluation can play an integral role in
all parts of winemaking from production right through to product development (personal
interview at Distell). Distell uses it for all products ranging from their wines and brandy to
RTDs, ciders and spirits.

I was unable to determine to what extend the Institute of Wine Biotechnology at the
University of Stellenbosch outsources their sensory analysis services. I did however review
global counterparts and how it usually works. The Australian Wine Research Institute (AWRI)
for example offers sensory services to wine producers and associates which include:
• Quality sensory assessment
• Difference test assessment
• Descriptive analysis
• Consumer preference studies

Detailed information of what these above assessments entail will be discussed in the next
section.

Leigh Francis, sensory analyst at the Australian Wine Research Institute (AWRI) states that
as shelf competition increases along with consumers’ wine knowledge, more wineries are
turning to more science-based testing. They are paying for services that will help them find
out whether consumers believe their wine is fit for the intended purpose and reflects the
preference of the target market. Francis continues by saying that changing attitudes of
consumers is encouraging wineries to embrace formal testing procedures. “Generally,
winemakers provide most of the sensory evaluation for companies with unreplicated tastings
and no statistical analysis applied, however, this is changing slowly, with some companies
starting to run consumer testing and formal sensory analysis methods,” he said
(winebiz.com.au).
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There are also various institutions and consultant agencies offering likewise services to wine
producers in the USA.
Examples of how sensory analysis tests can be used throughout the winemaking process
include:
o

In viticulture it can be used to investigate the performance of clones and irrigation
techniques, alternative trellising methods and almost anything that can be
variable in viticulture.

o

Wine packaging and storage trials by various industry role players, enabling the
comparison of traditional and alternative closures in long-term trials (Liebich
2010).

o

Maintaining quality standards are essential to stay competitive. Chemists and
microbiologists use sensory analysis to test the difference between different
yeast strains, natural versus inoculated yeasts.

o

Developing new products using preference mapping techniques to predict
consumer liking and acceptance of a new product.

A crucial point that must be made is that this type of analysis is objective and rules out bias
or perceptual bias.

4.3 SURVEY TO DETERMINE THE EXTENT OF USE CURRENTLY IN THE SOUTH
AFRICAN WINE INDUSTRY

Methods used:
I created a sensory questionnaire and sent it to 100 wineries in South Africa. I included the
top 10 brands according to the Nielsen resources and the other 90 wineries were chosen
randomly. I requested that the questionnaire be answered by either a winemaker (i.e.
someone involved in production) or a person in their marketing division. The questions I
asked were basically the following (for exact detail please see Appendix A):


Have you ever heard of sensory analysis (in other words sensory science
involving difference testing, descriptive analysis and consumer preference tests)?



Has your winery/company/association ever used sensory analysis?



For what purposes was it used?



Would you be interested in finding out how sensory science and sensory
branding could be used to reach the wine consumer?



After receiving the completed questionnaires, I then asked the wineries that
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indicated that they had used sensory analysis before, how this was done exactly.

Results:
Of the 100 questionnaires sent out, 48 wineries were willing to participate in the survey.
Figure 16: Sensory Analysis Results

Of those 48 wineries, 58% had already heard of sensory evaluation yet only 20.8% had used
it. Of those wineries that had utilised sensory analysis before only two companies used
“formal” sensory analysis (i.e. using a research lab and having data statistically analysed by a
program). The other eight wineries used their winemakers and staff, 80% without previous
training or guidelines. The wineries that had used the technique before was mainly using it to
maintain product quality and comparison treatments. Only two companies had used the
technique for sensory branding and four wineries used it in new product development
strategies.
Figure 17: Sensory Analysis
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When asked if they were interested to know how consumers can be reached with formal
sensory analysis, 73 % said yes with 27 % saying they were happy with the way things are.
All the wineries that had used the technique internally before were interested to know more.

It is also interesting to note that 8 of the top 10 brands in the local market participated in the
survey and all of them had used sensory analysis, either formally or informally.

Conclusion:
From this relatively simple experiment I could conclude that there is definitely promise of
growth with regards to the use of sensory analysis techniques, both formally and informally
within wineries. In my opinion many wineries are unaware of the fact that they are already
utilising sensory branding in their tasting rooms to a certain extent. I will therefore focus on
this in more detail later in this dissertation to point out the importance of the message you
are conveying to possible consumers via one’s tasting room for example. Roughly 90% of
wineries that said they weren’t interested to know more about sensory analysis had never
used the technique in their cellars before and I therefore think they might not be fully aware
of what it entails. There seems to be a misconception of what the technique involves exactly
and how it can benefit a winery.

4.4 WHY DOES THE SOUTH AFRICAN WINE INDUSTRY NEED SENSORY ANALYSIS?

4.4.1 Decoding consumer language
According to Leanie Louw, sensory research manager at Distell, sensory evaluation fills the
gap between what the consumer perceives and the product’s specifications. As an example,
many consumers often perceive a wine to be too sweet yet if you lower the sugar of that
wine it’s not really going to make the consumer like the product more. A winemaker will
interpret this “traditional form of marketing research” (i.e. consumer liking tests only) as
having to lower the residual sugar of his wine, yet that is not the problem. What the
consumer perceives as sweetness is not in reality residual sugar but rather a sweet aroma
leading to the perception of sweetness. Consumers have a difficulty articulating what they
taste and consumer language is often not the same as technical language (personal
interview at Distell).

Creating the right product for the right target market is crucial within the competitive market.
Sensory evaluation helps to decode what the consumer says and what the consumer is
actually experiencing.
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4.4.2 Competitive market
As mentioned in my introduction, you still need to make money in the end – no matter how
passionate you are about making wine. The only way to achieved this is to ensure that your
wine sells and that the profit margin is big enough to cover your input costs. The wine
industry today is extremely competitive both globally and locally. Understanding consumer
preferences and purchasing has become increasingly important to ensure the right product
is designed and reaches the target consumer to ensure consumer satisfaction and
repurchasing. Shelf space is extremely limited.

4.4.3 Uniform lexicon
Sensory analysis techniques can help to create a uniform lexicon which is more objective
and less subjective. The training of winemakers, wine critics and other industry role players
will ensure they all speak the same language and all refer to the same thing.

4.4.4 Reduce reliance on a single taster
Many of the decisions made throughout the entire winemaking process, from tasting grapes
for assessment of maturity and quality in the vineyard, to assessments of finished wine postbottling, are often made by an individual, highly experienced winemaker, based on his/her
own sensory impressions and experience. Some sensory decisions are required rapidly, and
for practical reasons, a single winemaker’s assessment may be the most appropriate. Other
sensory decisions, however, can be aided by the use of formal sensory evaluation
techniques, to reduce the reliance on one taster’s opinion to make significant production
decisions (Cowey & Travis, 2009).

4.4.5 Subjective versus objective tasting
Wine tasting within a winery environment is a standard procedure and mostly used to ensure
wine quality and consistency. Winemakers are usually responsible for this task as they have
been trained to detect flaws and are also trained in the skill necessary to create a specific
style of wine. Winemakers are seen as being experts, along with wine judges and wine
writers (Lesschaeve, 2007).

According to Lesschaeve (2007) various studies have shown that wine experts have superior
abilities to discriminate, recognise and describe wines. The correlation with consumer
sensory experience is however very interesting. The superior abilities of wine experts
seem to be linked to their greater wine knowledge rather than their superior sensory acuities.
The author gives an example of how wine experts rely on prototypic description of a
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wine – “I smell gooseberry therefore it is a Sauvignon blanc and I should also smell
grapefruit and cat urine” – rather than relying on their sensory perceptions at the time of
tasting. Wine experts tend to be more repeatable than novices in the vocabulary they use to
describe wine, likely because of a superior olfactory memory performance (Parr et al. 2004).

Whereas wine expertise is critical within a winery to ensure quality and non-faulty wines,
there is no apparent evidence that wine expertise can predict consumer liking scores or
market success. In contrast hereto, an expert assessor according to American Society of
Testing Materials (ASTM 2005) is someone with a high degree of sensory acuity, has
experience in the test procedure and can make consistent and repeatable sensory
assessments. An expert assessor functions as a member of a sensory panel.
It’s important to note that formal sensory evaluation is a science and not the same as wine
appreciation, as mentioned before. Another element that needs to be stresses is that I
propose sensory evaluation to be used to complement traditional wine tasting and not to
replace it.

Wine appreciation aims at judging the quality of a wine based on its appearance, aromas,
and flavours. Judging wine quality is a subjective task in nature while sensory evaluation of
wine is objective.

See, Swirl, Smell, Sip, and Savour are the five Ss of tasting often taught in a wine
appreciation class.”Savour” is however not part of an analytical tasting following sensory
guidelines. If you are asked to assess wine quality, you will tend to use positive attributes
when you like a wine and negative attributes when you don’t. (Lesschaeve, 2013). “The
attributes of a wine rely on the sensory acuity of the winemaker or the winemaker’s team.
Depending on the winery operations or the style of wine made, the winemaker can be
viewed as the expert crafting an artisan wine or producing a commercial alcoholic beverage
designed to appeal to many consumers” (Lesschaeve, 2007:252).

4.4.6 Cellar palate phenomena
Winemakers are often accused of developing a “cellar palate”. Robinson (2007:1) refers to
this phenomenon as being “the way the palate adjusts to the special characteristics of the
local wines”. “Cellar palate” is the common phrase for what happens when a wine producer
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becomes too acclimatised to their own wines. It explains why many winemakers only drink
their own wine. In one way this can be a good thing. It will ensure a winery’s style stays
consistent. Yet when you are trying to compete with an ever changing market place where
consumer preferences are changing, one sometimes needs an objective view. It may blind
them to flaws in their own wines or divert them from consumer preferences.
Robinson (2007) continues to say that “in my experience the new generation of South African
wine producers are some of the best travelled in the world but there are still some
who argue they do not taste non-South African wines often enough. Quality is generally
evolving and improving all over the world so it is essential for those competing in the global
marketplace to continue to see what everyone else is up to – however fiendishly expensive
imported wine can seem when paid for in Rand. This seems particularly necessary in view of
accusations that some South African reds have an aroma that non-South Africans find
positively distasteful whilst most South Africans don’t even pick it up or find it pleasing”.

4.4.7 Looming advertisement ban
The government’s plan to ban alcohol advertising, sponsorship and promotion will make it
even more difficult to reach the consumer. New strategies will be needed to ensure wineries
reach the target market. According to Retief (2013) it’s definitely going to happen in his
opinion. The question is when and to what degree. What will still be allowed? Will there be
loop holes like in the cigarette industry where advertisements at the till points are allowed.
Perhaps wineries will still be allowed to market their tasting room as an indirect method. J&B
is already using sensory branding by only using their distinctive colours. The consumer
knows its J&B – they don’t even need to put their name on the product. This is where strong
brands that are already established and appeal to more than two senses will benefit.

4.5 HOW EXACTLY DOES SENSORY ANALYSIS WORK?
I am going to refer to “formal” sensory analysis as used by research labs in this section. The
practical implementation of sensory analysis and its uses by wineries will be discussed in the
last chapter.

An expert assessor functions as a member of a sensory panel. Panel members are recruited
based on their sensory skills: their ability to recognise basic tastes, their ability to pick up
thresholds and their ability to discriminate between differences. There are four broad areas
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of sensory testing – quality and preference testing (or hedonics) are more subjective whilst
descriptive analysis and difference testing are more objective.

4.5.1 Discrimination or difference tests assess whether samples are reproducibly perceivably
different and include triangle, duo-trio and comparison tests. The former method is used less
extensively in will not be discussed in detail. Difference tests require statistical analysis.

These sensitive tests using a large panel of judges are normally undertaken when there may
be a subtle difference between two wines. These differences might not be detected from
other sensory tests, and may, for example, be due to an effect of a winemaking procedure on
two batches of wine, differences in storage conditions, or when a batch of wine is thought to
have developed a taint or off-flavour, especially when a control is available (AWRI
website).

Both the triangle test and the duo-trio test involve a judge selecting one sample from three
different samples. The recommended test will depend on the sample type and nature of the
potential difference (AWRI website). These types of tests are important when trying to
determine if a vineyard or winery treatment has had a significant impact on the flavour or
aroma of the wine. The main focus here is to be statistically reproducible and not the
magnitude of the change in the character.

Two types of difference tests are commonly employed in the analysis of wine. One is called
the triangle and the other the duo-trio. In the triangle test, the taster is presented with three
wines. Two of the wines are identical and one is different. The taster is told this and is asked
to identify the wine that is different. Statistical tables can be used to determine if the
percentage of correct answers is significant or is unlikely to have occurred by chance. In
setting up these kinds of tests it is important to use a random numbering scheme so that the
tasters are not biased by some numerical consistency of the analysis. (Bisson, 2008).
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Figure 18: The triangle test

Tasters are presented
with three wines and
asked to determine
which wine is
different from the
other two.

Source: Linda F. Bisson, UC Davis Introduction to wine production Section 6 Lecture 19

With regards to the above image, statistical analysis can now be used to determine if the
number of times wine 359 was selected as different is significant or not.

The next test is the duo-trio. This test also involves comparison of two wines. But in this case
one is a reference wine and two are samples. The taster is told that the reference is identical
to one of the sample wines and asked to select the wine that is different from the reference.
The taster can also be asked to describe the magnitude of the perceived difference or to note
the component that is most discriminating for the wines.
As with the triangle test, a statistical analysis can be performed to show that the correct wine
was selected with a frequency much higher than expected from random chance. Alternately,
it’s just as important to learn that the wines are not significantly different.
Figure 19: The duo-trio test

Tasters are provided with
a reference and two
sample wines. They are
asked to determine which
sample wine is
DIFFERENT from the
reference.

Source: Linda F. Bisson, UC Davis Introduction to wine production Section 6 Lecture 19
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These tests can be fatiguing. The triangle test is more fatiguing than the duo-trio test
according to Bisson (2008). “The order of presentation may also be important so should be
evaluated in the analysis by having replicate sets with differing orders of presentation (i.e.
reference-identical sample-different sample versus reference-different sample-identical
sample).” (Bisson, 2008:1)
Bisson (2008) also recommends that one includes a test of fatigue by presenting two
identical sets, one early and one late in the presentation of wines, and determine if the
judges have lost the ability to discriminate the second set. Wines can also be evaluated for
the relative intensity of a specific character. This is called intensity rating.
4.5.2 Descriptive analysis involves a trained panel, where the group of assessors share the
same language and are able to correctly identify and rate intensities of specific attributes on
scales. This powerful method of descriptive analysis produces a sensory profile for a set of
wines from replicated scoring of a set of attributes by a panel of sensitive and trained judges.
Sensory profiles are highly valuable in applications such as shelf life or storage studies,
comparison of a set of treatments (especially with a standard) or to relate a wine’s perceived
attributes to instrumental measures or consumer preference. Of the sensory procedures
offered, this type of test is the most complex to conduct and provides the greatest amount of
quantitative information (AWRI website).

Descriptive analysis is used to characterise wine flavours and aromas. Trained panellists first
develop a list of sensory descriptors – like cherry, leather or cinnamon, for example – to
describe a set of wine samples. Subsequently, each sample is rated qualitatively for which
descriptors are present and quantitatively for the intensity of each descriptor. It is a useful
method to understand what is distinctive about a particular wine. The descriptors can be used
to evaluate vineyard and winery processes as well as market new varietals, wine types, or
wine regions (Mansfield, 2010). It can also be used to identify aromas correctly for back label
descriptive use.

Descriptive analysis is used when detailed information is required on individual
characteristics of a wine. Some examples of applications of descriptive analysis would be:
•

To determine distinctiveness compared to competitor or icon wines.

•

To document product sensory changes during aging.

•

To identify and quantify sensory characteristics related to vineyard or winemaking
treatment.
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•

To track vintage to vintage consistency.

•

To identify attributes common to specific geographic areas.

In many cases this powerful method provides information that cannot be obtained by other
analytical means. For example, the analysis of pH does not indicate how sour a wine may
taste to a consumer. Nor is it usually possible to monitor subtle changes in shelf life or
packaging stability using analytical instruments. The only effective way to monitor complex
changes in oxidation or flavour intensity is by using descriptive analytical methods.

4.5.3 Preference tests (hedonic tests) are tests in which consumers indicate their likes,
dislikes and preferences for a product. Consumers who are untrained individuals, allows an
understanding of the influence of sensory properties on acceptance.

4.5.4 Quality sensory assessment This is when your wine is independently evaluated to
assess a wine’s attributes, indication of quality level and presence of off-flavours (if any).
This can be used to overcome the “cellar palate” phenomenon.

4.5.5 Preference mapping
Market researchers have traditionally used sensory techniques such as focus groups, in
which consumers discuss with a moderator why they like or dislike a product, and hedonic
tests (preference tests), in which consumers express their degree of liking using a scale as
discussed above. However, these marketing techniques have sometimes proven unhelpful to
winemakers mainly due to the fact that consumer language tends to be quite different than
technical language.

Researchers have tried to develop new sensory and marketing techniques that would
bypass the need for consumers to “verbalise” their sensations in order to overcome this
language discrepancy.

Preference mapping is one such technique, in which products are firstly analysed for their
chemical and flavour properties using descriptive analysis, in addition to their consumer
“liking” or preference tests. Then, by correlating the objective analytical measurements with
the subjective consumer scores, the objective parameters that drive consumer likes and
dislikes can be identified. Perceptions are therefore “decoded”. Data is correlated using
analytical programs such as CompuSense or FIZZ. According to Louw & Oelofse, Distell
uses Compusense to analyse their data. (Interview 2013).
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4.6 STANDARDISATION

According to Louw and Oelofse (2013 Interview), it is very important to follow strict guidelines
to ensure sensory analysis tests results are valid and accurate. Correct
methodology needs to be followed. The trick to getting a valid product sensory assessment is
to perform it in a way that limits bias. This includes serving each wine “blind” – without
revealing the type, producer or vintage. But it also involves finicky details such as serving
each wine in identical glassware, pouring exactly the same amount of wine into each glass to
create identical headspace to collect wine volatiles, and varying the order that panellists
receive wine in a standardised manner, so that the same wine isn’t always tasted first or last.
This standardisation prevents any errors generated by the evaluation process itself. The
most rigorous application of sensory assessment takes place in research labs, where it can
be used to answer questions about differences in terroir, fundamental characteristics as well
as consumer preferences.

4.7 PRACTICAL EXAMPLE

Due to the technicalities such as not being a trained sensory scientist, not having a trained
sensory panel to use and not having a computer program to analyse my data for me, I was
advised to not try my own experiment. I do believe illustrating an example will however make
the concept more understandable to you, the reader.

Introduction
Isabelle Lesschaeve (2006) published an experiment titled The Use of Sensory Descriptive
Analysis to Gain a Better Understanding of Consumer Wine Language. She explains that the
object of the study was to use sensory descriptive analysis to “translate” consumer
descriptors into well-defined sensory attributes in order to improve communication of wine
sensory benefits. Wine consumers have rarely the opportunity to taste the wine they are
about to purchase in a liquor store or a grocery store. They have to rely on either written
comments on the bottle’s back label, written reviews from renowned wine critics or verbal
comments from the store wine expert, if any. According to Lesschave (2006:2) recent studies
by Charters et al. (2000) and d’Hauteville (2003) have shown, however, that experienced
wine consumers could not match a wine with its flavour description written by other
experts on the back label. It’s needless to comment on inexperienced wine consumers.
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Method
The method involved using eleven wine connoisseurs, trained in traditional wine tasting, to
provide a description of the appearances, aromas and flavours of five Washington State
Merlot wines. Forty-one red wine consumers from the great Toronto area participated in two
consecutive central location test sessions and tasted each wine sample in blind. They rated
on a 100-point hedonic linear scale how much they liked each wine and provided a short free
description about what they liked or disliked.

A descriptive analysis was conducted by a trained sensory panel to determine the sensory
attributes perceived as being significantly different between wines. Eight trained panellists,
experienced in wine descriptive analysis, participated in six hours of training. Sensory
measurements were duplicated. Panellists were used as a measurement tool and not as a
sample representing a specific consumer population. Panellists were calibrated to use
the same descriptor to describe a given sensory perception and to rate the perceived
intensity.

A correlation study between sensory descriptive data and consumer free description was
done using Compusense software. Descriptive analysis was combined with the consumer
preference tests and they created a preference mapping.

Results and conclusion
Data analysis showed that connoisseur descriptions failed to explain consumer expressions
of likes and dislikes. When consumers indicated they did not like the oak flavour, it meant
they didn’t like the smoky character of the wine. Contrarily, when consumers liked the oak
flavour in a wine, it is likely they liked its vanilla character. This result is in accordance with
previous studies done by Solomon (1990) & Lawless (1984) according to Lesschave
(2006:12) showing that consumers poorly matched expert descriptions with corresponding
wines.

4.8 PRACTICAL APPLICATION FOR WINERIES

4.8.1 Choosing a sensory panel
It’s important not to rely on only one winemaker or assessor according to Cowey and Travis
(2009). Gawel and Godden (2008) highlighted the benefits of having more than one taster to
make valid sensory assessments. In an examination of the tasting performance of 571
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experienced wine tasters who have attended the Australian Wine Research Institute’s
(AWRI) Advanced Wine Assessment Course (AWAC), data revealed that there was a wide
variation in performance and consistency amongst individual tasters. However, combining
individual results for groups of three tasters greatly reduced this variation.

Cowey and Travis (2009) continue saying the challenges of using a single assessor include:
•

Variation among tasters can be vast. Every taster has strengths and
weaknesses which should be used accordingly.

•

Assessments are then based on a personal standard or benchmark.

•

Bias can occur due to preconceptions when not tasting the wine “blind”.

•

The “cellar palate” phenomenon (which has already been discussed).

•

Small, insignificant differences may be dwelled upon if the individual is
particularly sensitive in that area.

•

Decisions may be influenced by position in company hierarchy or seniority.

It is important to note that sensory testing doesn’t have to be limited to winemakers only. Any
company staff member including administration and cellar door staff can potentially be used
for sensory analysis provided they are familiar with the type of test, and their individual
strengths and weaknesses have been evaluated. It is therefore strongly recommended that
the cellar floor staff members be trained in sensory evaluation. This has two benefits: it will
increase the number of tasters available for sensory evaluation and will also make the cellar
floor staff members more aware of taints and flaws, which is an important skill for people
working with your product every day (Cowey & Travis, 2008).

Tasters should therefore be screened for their sensory acuity and their strengths and
weaknesses must be documented. When recruiting a panel, you have to review the tasters’
ability to discriminate between differences, basic taste recognition as well as threshold tests.

4.8.2 Limitations of sensory evaluation in a winery
When implementing sensory testing in a winery, conditions will differ from the ideal “formal”
situation. Firstly a winery can’t analyse data statistically. When a trained panel is used within
a research lab, it is a controlled environment, all the tasters have a uniform lexicon and the
focus is research (what, how, why). A cellar panel on the other hand has less training,
lexicon is less defined and the focus is business (cost saving, profitability, market share)
(Oelofse, 2012).
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Liebich (2010) highlights that the following are also reasons for lack of in-house sensory
testing:
•

Lack of a dedicated person to organise formal tasting sessions.

•

Not enough space to conduct tastings.

•

Limited interest and support from different departments within a company.

•

Insufficient assessors available.

•

Lack of guidelines to follow.

The author however continues that difference testing can be performed at both small- and
large-producing wineries despite these limitations.

4.8.3 Practical tips:
It is important to note is that a structured approach to sensory testing is necessary. Certain
guidelines need to be followed to ensure the results are true and useable.

From the work of Cowey & Travis (2009), Oelofse (2012) and Liebich (2010) the following
are practical tips wineries might want to consider:
•

The tasting room should be well-lit, well-ventilated, have neutral colours, and be
odour and noise free.

•

It’s a good idea to organise a tasting by a third party so that information about the
tests can be kept from the tasters.

•

Wine should be tasted blind and bias should be minimized (e.g. asking tasters to
assess the amount of citrus aroma in a wine before identifying the aroma as
being citrus is creating bias).

•

Sample presentation should be randomised and offered in a different order to
different tasters.

•

Minimise talking during tasting. Keep discussions for after the evaluation and use
tasting sheets to write down responses before the assessor can be influence.
This is important for data collection and analysis.

•

Reduce physiological effects. Fatigue, hunger and other issues of emotional state
will affect a taster’s performance. Morning assessments are usually best and don’t
present too many samples at once – 6 to 7 are ideal and enough breaks in
between are crucial.

•

Establish if a difference exists before deciding on preference. Preference is
meaningless if no sensory difference can be detected reliably.
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•

Align sensory vocabulary amongst panel members. Train staff to speak the same
sensory language. Wine descriptors can be ambiguous. Tasters will develop an
increased sensitivity through repeated exposure. Aroma kits are available, for
example Le Nez Du Vin. But wineries can also make their own kits to train their
panel members.

•

Repeat the tasting to make sure results are repeatable.

•

Minimize presentation effects. Ideally, samples should be pre-poured at a
constant tasting volume (30ml) and temperature (approx. 20ºC), into covered
glasses, preferably coded with three digit random numbers. The samples should
be presented in a random order, which differs for each taster. Tasters should
taste within a set period (e.g. 1 hour), and if this is not possible, the samples
should be re-poured (but not by the taster). This is standard practice in scientific
sensory assessments and should also be practiced in commercial tastings.

•

To disguise varying colours of wine or juice samples, black glasses can be used
or red lighting in a well-equipped facility.
Figure 20: Sensory analysis is under red lighting to remove perceptual bias by colour
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Below is a table supplied by Cowey & Travis (2009).

Table 7: Outline of commonly applied sensory difference and preference tests

Test

Minimum
tasters1

Use

Samples

Triangle

5

Multi-purpose

Three coded test Tasters assessallthree
samples
samplesthenpickthe
sample which is different
Two are the
from the other two, or the
same wine
odd one out.
(A) (but are

Duo-trio

Paired
comparison

7

7

Same/different 7

Paired
preference

7

Comparison
to a reference
wine

When a
difference is
known

When a
difference is
unknown

Which
wine is
preferred

Basic method

Results – are the wines
significantly different?
Correct response –
taster picks the odd one
out.

coded
differently)

Serving orders3:
AAB, ABA, BAA,

Significance – Required no.
of correct/total responses2:
Single tasting 4/5
5/6 5/7 6/8

One reference
sample (Ref)
Two coded test
samples (A,B)

Tasters assess the reference
(Ref), then the two test
samples (A,B).

Correct response – taster
picks A as the same as the
reference.

Tasters are asked to
indicate which test sample
is the same as the
reference.

Significance – Required no.
of correct/total responses2:

A is the
same wine
as the
reference
(control
wine) B is
the wine to
test
Two coded test
samples (A,B)

Serving orders: Ref AB, Ref
BA

Tasters are asked to
identify which sample is
higher in an attribute (e.g.
identify which sample is
sweeter).

One is
known to
be
chemically
higher in
an attribute
(e.g.
sweetness)

Serving orders: AB, BA

Single tasting 7/7 7/8 8/9
9/10
Repeated tasting 10/12
11/14 12/16 13/18

Correct response – taster
picks the sample that is
higher (e.g. the presumed
sweeter sample.)
Significance – Required no.
of correct/total responses2:
As for Duo-trio.

Two coded test
samples (A,B)

Tasters assess both
samples and indicate
whether they think
samples are the same or
are different.

Correctresponse –
tastercorrectlypicksthe
two samples as being
the same or different,
depending on the
serving order.

Serving orders: AB, AA, BA,
BB
Significance – Required no.
(Note: two serving orders are of correct/total responses2:
presented to each taster)
As for Duo-trio.
Tasters assess both samples Count the number of
and indicate
people who prefer one
which one they prefer. A
wine over another (e.g.
choice must be made; the
A over B).
taster can’t say they
Significance – Required
prefer neither.
no. preferred A/total4:
Serving orders: AB, BA

Two coded test
samples (A,B)

Single tasting 7/7 8/8 8/9
9/10
Repeated tasting 12/14
13/16 14/18 15/20
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1

Indicates the minimum number of tasters required for testing to achieve a statistically significant result (p<0.05).
Figures denote minimum number of correct responses required out of the total number of responses to conclude the wines are significantly different (p<0.05) from
each other.
3
Serving orders denotes possible arrangements of the samples to be presented randomly to tasters.
4
Figures denote minimum number of tasters who agree on preference for one wine required out of the total number of responses to conclude one wine is significantly
preferred (p<0.05) over the other.
2

The exact methods to follow including the testing methods (i.e. duo-tri tests) and case
studies have been well documented in text books and academic papers. I recommend
interested parties to consult Liebich (2010) and Cowey and Travis (2009) for more details.

4.9 CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE

Some new topics that sensory science faces in the immediate future include adopting
techniques that truly mimic the way consumers drink wine when relaxing (i.e. repeated
sipping) as well as developing consumer rejection thresholds for given defects (in contrast to
expert rejection thresholds), which may have important economic consequences given that
consumers tend to reject wines at much higher levels of taint than experts do (Lesschaeve,
2007).
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5.Wine marketing
5.1 BACKGROUND

It seems as if there is no blue print for perfect marketing. The success recipe for one winery
or brand isn’t necessarily going to work for its competitor.
Wine marketing includes many sub-areas of research according to Lockshin and Hall (2003).
Traditionally, we would speak of the 4 Ps of marketing namely product, pricing, promotion,
and placement and their concomitant areas in wine marketing. The latter includes branding,
new product development, pricing, public relations, managing the sales force, and
distribution.
Figure 21: The 4 P’s of Marketing

Source: www.business-fundas.com

Beyond this, the area wine marketing should include specialty topics such as consumer
behaviour for wine, wine tourism and cellar door (direct sales), supply chain management
from the vineyard and supplier to the end user, labelling and packaging, wine events, medals
and show awards, promotional activities, exporting including market choice and channel
within market choice, selecting and managing agents, protecting intellectual property (names
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and logos), and world regulation of wine and alcohol (Lockshin and Hall, 2003).

5.2 BRAND EQUITY

As mentioned before, the modern wine industry is extremely competitive and fragmented. It
is vital for wine brands to ensure that they have the brand equity required to rise above the
competition and get their labels off the shelf and into the homes of their target consumers.
This requires a branding strategy that encompasses well-planned brand development from
label design and brand positioning to internal branding and effective communication with
internal and external stakeholders.
“Brand equity is a phrase used in the marketing industry which describes the value of having
a well-known brand name, based on the idea that the owner of a well-known brand name can
generate more money from products with that brand name than from products with a less
well-known name, as consumers believe that a product with a well-known name is better
than products with less well-known names” (Wikipedia definition).

5.3 BUILDING A WINE BRAND

According to Wrappa Branding and Design (2013) the following aspects are important to
consider when building a wine brand.

Wine brand identity
All wineries have a distinctive story and personality defined by everything from the wine
farm's history and winemaking style, to the building structures and owners or employees.
This unique personality is felt by anyone who visits the wine estate or talks to the
winemaker. In order to elevate a wine brand in a heavily saturated industry, this inimitable
character must be transferred to prospective consumers through branding signals.

Packaging, wine label design, a logo, advertising messages as well as all other forms of
communication must embody this personality in order to grow brand equity and reach. A
brand is a concept or idea that is held in the minds of the consumers. If the unique
personality conveyed through a brand is valued by prospective customers, the wine will be
successfully branded.
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Brand audit
In the case of older wine brands, a brand audit may be required in order to outline strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats and to assess areas in which the branding strategy
can be improved or revamped. An audit consists of an assessment of internal and external
stakeholders, competitors, brand positioning, brand identity, brand equity, brand architecture,
communications and budgeting/resource allocation. As the wine industry continues
to grow, it is necessary for existing brands to review their branding strategies and adjust
them to grow with the establishing market. A professional agency of brand consultants can
assist in the audit procedure.

Internal branding strategy
Whilst branding efforts are primarily an attempt to grow and develop a concept in the minds
of consumers and prospective customers, it is also of utmost importance that internal
branding campaigns provide staff within the company with a solid conception of what your
brand represents. Information is vital, as with any element of a branding strategy. Research
should be carried out to determine what will resonate with employees. One can never
assume that you know what your employees are thinking. A comprehensive brand audit can
therefore aid in revealing what your staff thinks of your brand and a team of well-trained
brand consultants can assist in carrying out a successful brand audit.

Living the brand
Building brand equity is not strictly a marketing effort. Branding strategies have to be
embraced by the entire organisation – from the sales people, to the winemakers, to the
person employed to pour wine in the tasting room – every person in every functional
department needs to understand and believe in the brand in order for it to be successful. The
branding efforts are a reflection of the unique personality of the winery, so all the effort to
produce

and promote the organisation should be carried out with the overall objectives,

vision, mission and goals of the winery in mind. Without comprehensive internal branding
campaigns that convey the essence of the brand to all internal stakeholders, communication
to customers is likely to be inconsistent and the brand could fail.
5.4. AN EXPERT’S OPINION

Mark Lester, marketing manager at Tokara Wines, says he considers the following as
important when one looks at wine marketing (Interview via e-mail 2013).
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He basically believes a brand needs to excel at three aspects in order to be successful. I
leave this successful strategy to the competent marketing experts out there who don’t want
to give away their trade secrets in any way. I believe utilising our senses more effectively
can be used in this regard.



Marketing function (influencing perception around your brand – sight/sound):

There needs to be visual (advertising) & physical (packaging) appeal. To achieve this
one needs to consider at the marketing elements such as:
-

Packaging

-

Pricing

-

Promotion

-

Channel visibility



Conversion at shelf (influencing the decision to purchase – sight/touch/hearing):

An occasion drives the consumer to action and his/her decision to purchase. A consumer
buys wine for a reason. This reason varies from an accompaniment to food, a gift, a
social event, result of a visit to a tasting room or wine festival. This is where it’s important
to be present when the consumer makes the purchasing decision – which is achieved
through your marketing functions. If a brand lacks in this department the consumer is only
going to buy what he knows. If your marketing function is however effective, the
consumer may be convinced to rather buy your product above something he/she already
knows. Conversion at shelf is thus very important. To convert at shelf, you either need to
be visually or physically present.



Product expectation satisfaction (smell/taste/sight):

The sensorial expectation (taste and smell) – is very important when it comes to
‘measuring expectation’. It’s no use to have successful marketing strategies and
conversion at shelf when the wine turns out to be poor as a result of style or quality.
-

Doesn’t meet expectation – consumer will not buy your product again.

-

Meet expectation – consumer may buy your product again.

-

Exceed expectation – you will have a loyal future customer who will promote your
product.

There are certain steps to follow in order to reach a satisfied consumer. One can influence
the consumer in a sensorial way at each level and if you get full marks at each, you’ll have a
happy consumer. Smell, taste, sight, touch and sound have different grades of importance
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on each level according to Lester. He uses Chocolate Block as an example. The packaging
was great when it was launched and let’s face it, who doesn’t like chocolate? The catchy
name immediately attracted attention. Consumers were curious about the wine and when
they experienced the technique, it exceeded on quality. Today it has a cult following who is
very loyal and production levels have sky-rocketed. They did something right at each level
which led to their success. Distribution also plays an important role – which they were also
able to utilise optimally.

5.5 EXPERIENTIAL MARKETING

Experiential marketing allows customers to engage and interact with brands, products, and
services in sensory ways that provide the icing on the cake of providing information.
Personal experiences help people connect to a brand and make intelligent and informed
purchasing decisions. The term "Experiential Marketing" refers to actual customer
experiences with the brand/product/service that drive sales and increase brand image and
awareness. It's the difference between telling people about features of a product or service
and letting them experience the benefits for themselves. When done right, it's the most
powerful tool out there to win brand loyalty according to Hauser (2013).

The following elements create values for customers that go beyond the functional elements
of the traditional marketing mix – the 4 Ps of price, product, place and promotion - that drove
them to desire the service in the first place:
•

entertainment (such as musical entertainment on site)

•

education (taking visitors on a tour of the wine making process)

•

aesthetics (architecture of the buildings evoke the old world wine areas)

•

escapism (party with everyone dressing in costumes)

An extraordinary wine experience is a personal, memorable experience that a consumer can
have with the product or service. The experiences are triggered by unusual events and
characterized by high levels of emotional intensity and experience. They involve an
application of the following concepts:
•

memorable

•

novelty value that is not trite or unauthentic

•

events and festivals

•

total sensory experience
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Examples used by Gibson (2013) include the Del Dotto Winery in the Napa Valley of
California, where guests can tour the wine cave by candlelight. In addition, the private tour's
guide lets participants taste wine right out of the barrels. In Western Australia, Sandalford
Wines, developed a product tour which, through the use of suspended overhead walkways
and platforms allows visitors to experience a ‘behind the scenes’ tour of the operation of the
winery. In addition, it offers the unique experience of blending your own wine under the
guidance of Sandalford's experienced staff. At Wildwood Winery, just 4km past Melbourne
Airport, they once incorporated helicopter rides. At Leeuwin Estate in Western Australia they
have a flight and dinner package. They have also developed a highly successful annual
concert series to compliment the Leeuwin identity.

At the Kendall Jackson Winery in the Sonoma Valley of California they have developed a
sensory and culinary garden on the grounds of the winery that allows the customer to taste
different varietals while in the presence of different descriptors like red currants, plums and
damsons for red wine tasting.

5.6 SENSORY BRANDING

5.6.1 Introduction
In this section I start off by referring to all industries and not just the wine industry to firstly
illustrate the broader concept. The applications of sensory branding in wine will be discussed
in the last section of this chapter.

Sensory branding is a type of marketing that appeals to all the senses in relation to the
brand. It uses the senses to relate with customers on an emotional level. Brands can forge
emotional associations in the consumers’ minds by appealing to their senses. A multisensory brand experience generates certain beliefs, feelings, thoughts and opinions to
create a brand image in the consumer’s mind (Lindstrom, 2005).

Classic marketing is based on the idea that the consumer is rational, that his/her behaviour
is divided into defined reasoned steps, according to the offer, the competition, the answer to
his/her need. By contrast, sensory marketing puts the experiences lived by the consumers
and his/her feelings in the process. These experiences have sensorial, emotional, cognitive,
behavioural and relational dimensions, not only functional. Forms of sensory stimulation
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make us perform in irrational ways but also allow us to distinguish one product from another
(Lindstrom, 2005).
According to Philip Kotler, marketing today isn’t working and new products are failing at a
disastrous rate (Lindstrom, 2005). Most advertising campaigns don’t register anything
distinctive in the consumer’s mind. Sensory branding is therefore used to relate to the
consumer in a more personal way than mass marketing according to Maleti et al (2008). It is
a technique that does what traditional forms of advertising cannot do. A multi-sensory
experience occurs when the customer is appealed to by two or more senses. The more the
better it seems.

The advertising community is almost exclusively a two-dimensional world with the vast
majority of all brand communication focusing on sight and sound. However in many
instances, sound and smell are more effective than sight when branding a product or
organisation. Visual images are also more distinctive when matched with a second sense. In
Lindstroms opinion (2005), adding a third sense makes one’s brand more memorable to the
consumer.
Building a brand requires building perception. Building a brand around its “personality” gives
it values and feelings and distinguishes it from the rest. Creating a true sensory signature is
the key.

5.6.2 Brand SENSE project
Martin Lindstrom teamed up with the global research institute Millward Brown in an extensive
research project that was conducted globally (in over a dozen countries) after which he
published the book BRAND Sense. The project investigated the role of each of the five
senses playing a role in creating the ultimate bond between the consumer and the brand.
With the advent of globalisation, almost any brand can be accessed from any place on earth.
They investigated how sensory perception and religious comparisons can be used in creating
a multi-sensory platform when building one’s brand. (Lindstrom 2005)
Lindstrom’s basic point is simple – brands that appeal to multiple senses will be more
successful than brands that focus only on one or two. These appeals can be part of the
brand’s advertising, such as using a distinctive colour and logo in a consistent manner, or
part of the product itself, such as a phone ringtone or the fragrance of a soap product.
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One key element of Lindstrom’s marketing prescription is what he calls, “Smash Your Brand.”
In essence, he wants a brand to be identifiable even when parts of the marketing program
aren’t there. If your logo is removed from your product or your advertisement, would it
still be instantly recognisable as your brand? Is just a colour enough to signify your brand?
Of course, few brands have the power to claim a single colour as their exclusive look, but the
point is that marketers need to think beyond their logo as the sole consistent element in their
branding efforts (Lindstrom 2005).

The average consumer is bombarded with 3,000 brand messages a day according to
Lindstrom (2005), but very few of these ads make an impression on the mind. Despite the
decline in effectiveness, advertising is still a key element and the way in which we
communicate to the consumer perhaps needs to be re-evaluated. To add to this, people are
spending less time in front of the television (and the introduction of PVR allows you to fast
forward all the advertisements), less time reading magazines and less time listening to the
radio.

5.6.3 Some brands are doing it right
Smell in particular is potent in bypassing conscious thought and creating associations with
memories and emotions. He notes that only 3% of Fortune 1 000 companies have given
thought to using smell in their marketing or branding, despite the claim that 75% of our
emotions are generated by what we smell.

Singapore Airlines
Back in 1973, most airline advertisements promoted the same features of their service:
meals, comfort and pricing. Singapore Airlines broke through those traditional branding
barriers with their Singapore Girl, a brand figure so successful that she is displayed in
Madame Tussaud’s Museum in London.

What was different about Singapore Airlines? The answer lies in its successful attempt to
appeal strictly to the emotional experience of air travel. By emphasising smoothness and
relaxation, it positioned itself not only as an airline, but as an entertainment company as well.

A flight on Singapore was meant to be a complete sensory experience. Staff uniforms were
made of the finest silk and matched the cabin décor. The flight attendants were all
younger than 26 and had to be the same size, which was dictated by the size of the uniform.
They were also styled right down to their make-up. Of course, they were all beautiful
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as well. They were all given strict instructions of how to speak, how to move and how
to serve meals. Even the cabin announcements were carefully scripted by an ad agency.

Taking it one step further, Singapore Airlines introduced Stefan Floridian Waters at the end
of the 1990s. Not your average household name, to be sure, Stefan Floridian Waters is an
aroma that has been specifically designed as part of the Singapore Airlines experience.
Stefan Floridian Waters formed the scent in the flight attendants’ perfume, was blended into
the hot towels served before take-off, and generally permeated the entire fleet of Singapore
Airlines planes. The patented aroma has since become a unique trademark of Singapore
Airlines.

Car manufacturing companies
Buyers of automobiles consistently cite the “new-car smell” as one of the most gratifying
aspects of their purchase. In reality, there is no such thing as a new-car smell. As the car
leaves the production line, workers use aerosol cans to spray the aroma all over the
interior.

At the end of the 1990s, Daimler Chrysler established an entire new department devoted
solely to developing the sound of its car doors. Ten engineers were assigned to the task of
creating the perfect sound for opening and closing the door. What they and other
researchers had learned over the years was that people don’t buy cars for performance or
design. They buy them for the experience of the interior, including sound.
Kellogg’s
Kellogg’s hired a Danish commercial music laboratory that specializes in simulating the
“crunch” sound of breakfast cereals. Kellogg’s had the lab create a unique crunch for its
cornflakes that no other cereal has. The day the company introduced the new-sounding
cereal, its market share increased. Instead of marketing a cereal that relied on two senses,
sight and taste, Kellogg’s could appeal to four senses including sound and touch. By
appealing to more senses, the company broadened its brand platform and therefore sold
more products.

Coca-Cola
Coca-Cola is a very visual brand. Wherever there’s Coke, there’s red and white. CocaCola takes its colours extremely seriously. Before the 1950s, Santa Claus wore green. Coca64

Cola changed that by having Santa wear red and white in its ads. The impact was
enormous: In every shopping mall in the country, Santa now sports the Coke colours at
Christmas time, sending a subtle signal to millions.

When Earl R. Dean of the Root Glass Company in Terra Haute, Indiana, was given a design
job in 1915, he was told to create a bottle that could be recognized blindfolded. Taking
his inspiration from the pod of the cocoa bean, he produced a bottle with ridged contours.
This led to one of the most famous designs in history: the Coca-Cola bottle. If you removed
the logo from a Coke bottle, everyone would still recognize it. Even if a Coke bottle is
“smashed” as Lindstrom would say, one would still know it’s a Coke bottle. The trick is to
create each element so that it will be able to stand alone, and yet be so integrated that it can
take the brand to a whole new level of familiarity.

Supermarket stores
Supermarkets in Northern Europe have installed special designed vents near the entrance of
the store to disperse baking aromas. Think of walking past a bakery and smelling the fresh
bread – it’s almost impossible to stop and not buy something. It has proven to be a profitable
exercise increasing sales of not just baked goods but across all the production lines.

5.7 APPLICATION TO WINE

5.7.1 Introduction
It can definitely be used for wine there is however limitations and new clever ways will need
to be established by marketing teams. The one problem with wine is that there are so many
different brands or products. As an example, every winery can’t add a sense of touch to their
bottle – physically, in terms of embossing, because then the diversity will in effect create a
homogenous result – everyone is doing it, which is making it less special and less distinct.
Furthermore there aren’t enough colours for each winery to claim as their own. The
difference in the number of wine brands compared to spirits or beer brands is vast. I do
however believe that one should try and look past these limitations.

Without realising it, the wine industry is already utilising sensory branding in their tasting
rooms, including the combination of restaurants and wine festivals. They are conveying their
wine farm, their wine and the experience you have there as being distinctive and unique,
ensuring the consumer remembers your wine and the emotional experience they perceived.
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5.7.2 Importance of tasting rooms
Even though the percentage of consumers able to visit your tasting room is limited, there is a
direct and indirect positive impact on your brand perception and sales according to Retief
(2013 interview). When one thinks of a tasting room, it already appeals to all the senses. The
questions you need to ask include: what message are you trying to convey, what do you
want the consumer to remember and are the elements of the tasting room conveying your
message correctly? I believe that when used correctly, this plays a fundamental role in
promoting one’s brand.

In my opinion, a winery needs to use their tasting room to create a distinctive atmosphere,
which will be enjoyable and memorable to the consumer. The consumer needs to want to
revisit the tasting room because it feels good to be there. This will ensure that the consumer
is in the store and deciding what wine to buy for an evening with friends. They might just
choose your wine because they want to relive the same experience. Each winery can create
their own distinct difference in this regard. The options are endless.

Fridays afternoons were wine tasting day whilst being a student at the University of
Stellenbosch. We tried to visit different wineries each week but a lot of the times we ended up
at the same winery. One of the biggest reasons was that many wineries are skimpy when it
comes to student tastings, either making them pay for the tasting (and students never have
money) or only pouring a drop of wine. One winery in particular however has a vision of
looking after students whilst they are still enjoying their student life because one day they are
going to graduate (hopefully). They will then have money and be the buying segment. Their
view is that when that day comes, they will choose their brand above the other wines. Ten
years later I can conclude that they were right. When in doubt, most of my friends will choose
that specific wine instinctively. They created brand loyalty by making us students feel
welcome when most other wineries were all too happy to see us leave.

Sensory elements to focus on in tasting rooms

Sight
This is what the tasting room looks like: the design, the colours, the atmosphere created.
Is there perhaps a fire burning in winter making it cosy or is it a more modern look
appealing to the younger generation? The details here are the key to making your wine
brand different from the rest and perceived as being unique and distinct.
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Van Loveren
Van Loveren recently revamped their tasting room from the traditional way of drinking
wine in the serene atmosphere of their beautiful gardens, creating the country-effect, to
an ultra modern tasting room. They also added the Christina’s Bistro. I was interested to
know the reasons behind this revamp and also the effects created. In an interview with
CEO Phillip Retief, he shared the following:
Wine tasting in their garden worked for them over the past 30 years. The Western Cape
is their strongest market compared to all the other provinces. Retief affirms that their
tasting room together with the family connection on the farm had a significant impact on
their success in the province. The return from a tasting room is very difficult to measure
directly and one shouldn’t just look at sales from the tasting room but in his opinion rather
at the brand equity one builds through a tasting room. The brand equity that is being
created has a direct effect on sales. More or less 80% of the visitors to their tasting room
are from the Western Cape with the other 20% being mostly from Gauteng or overseas
visitors.
Retief confirmed that sales from their tasting room increased directly after their revamp
with the amount of visitors increasing slightly.
Figure 22-25: The new tasting room at Van Loveren

Source: Van Loveren website
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The response to their revamp has been perceived by the majority of visitors as positive.
Perhaps the older generation views their revamp as becoming more commercial. With
regards to building their image, the revamp definitely helped. There is a significant
increase in local visitors that have returned – they preferred places where they could
spend time and eat.
Retief’s view 10 years ago was fundamental – when a consumer visits a tasting room
with R200 in his/her pocket, he/she would rather spend it on food than buying wine. A
winery’s main goal is to sell wine and therefore they focused on just that. His view has
however changed and Retief now believes the increase in sales are due to keeping
people at their tasting room for longer periods of time as well as the advantages of
offering tasting platters, merchandise and food. Physically more interaction is taking
place with the consumer. The consumer is stimulated in a sensorial way on more levels.
The result is that they can associate better with the brand, it creates a personal
connection with the brand and they can go home and feel more confident about buying
wine when at a supermarket or restaurant.
He continues by saying it’s also why Coffee Pinotage wine works – the association
created is easy to identify with. Van Loveren incorporated Spicy Shiraz and Butterscotch
Chardonnay in their Tangle Tree range. The consumer can sniff it, taste it and tell the
story afterwards. This is what the new generation wants in Retief’s view. Labels simply
containing the words Cabernet Sauvignon for example are unknown to many consumers
outside the Western Cape and Gauteng but Spicy Shiraz is easy to relate to. By no
means does this have anything to do with the intellectual competence of the consumer
but rather the lack of education.

The House of JC le Roux
Figure 26- 27: Images portraying the House of JC le Roux
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Figure 28: Images portraying the La Fluerette Tasting Room at the House of JC le Roux

The House of JC le Roux is another example of a winery paying attention to detail when it
comes to the impression they create with their tasting room. It is evident from the images
above that they create a setting your want to be in and revisit as well as ensuring all
the senses are being reached by establishing a lasting memory and emotional connection
with the consumer.

I used these two examples not to give them free publicity but because I believe they are
ticking all the right boxes. There are many other wineries also moving in the right
direction. I just used two to portray my point.

Sound
The type of music played in your tasting room is important as explained in the previous
section about wine perception. Wineries need to be aware of the impact and ensure that
the music being played fits in with the ambience and message they want to portray as a
whole.

Touch
Factors like the type of tasting glass, the comfort of the seats, texture of materials, the
warmth of a fire in winter are all examples of factors that influence a consumer’s
perception and therefore needs to be focused on. Wineries need to take the time and
effort and pay attention to the detail.

The temperature of the tasting room and also the temperature at which the wine is
served has a direct impact on the volatility of aromas and tasting rooms should therefore
take care to serve wines at the right temperatures. White wines that are served too cold
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will be perceived as having little aroma. Red wines served too hot will be perceived as
alcoholic and over powering.

Smell
The smell of a barrel cellar immediately influences a consumer and evokes the romantic
side of wine. Many wineries are already utilising this effect. It reminds the consumer of
the unique artisan process wine goes through as well as the complex interactions during
maturation. This is not the only smell that wineries can use. Innovative ideas can help
wineries add a distinctive edge compared to their counterparts.

Taste
No amount of dressing up, in other words clever marketing or sensory branding, can
make up for a bad wine. A brand must of course deliver a distinctive benefit or at least
equal a consumer’s expectation thereof. If a wine doesn’t meet the expectation the
consumer will not buy it again. If it does meet the expectation, the consumer may buy
your product again. Best case scenario however is when a wine exceeds all
expectations. The latter will ensure you will have a loyal future customer who will promote
your product. It’s therefore critically important that quality control with regards to
wines be monitored and that the right wine is pitched at the right market segment.

5.7.3 WINE FESTIVALS AND SHOWS

Wine festivals and shows create a platform for winemakers, representatives and winery
owners to interact with consumers. Wineries can try to make their stall or farm a memorable
experience by offering something unique, something consumers will remember. And the
ultimate goal is for the consumer to buy a case to take home. I have spoken to many
wineries who participate in the successful Wacky Wine Festival, as an example, and they
definitely don’t make money out of it. Measuring your return on investment should be
regarded as indirectly. The festival has however proved that consumers come back every
year and one should see it as investing in one’s brand equity and the bigger picture.
Hopefully the consumer who enjoyed Wacky Wine will recognise your wine next time a whilst
dining in a restaurant and order it, or when buying wine in a super market.
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5.7.4 PACKAGING INCLUDING BACK LABELS

This can be done by adding a texture or smell to a label or bottle. As an example of this,
Bellingham has released a Citrus Grove Chenin Blanc with a strip on the back label. When
rubbed it releases a burst of citrus flavours. As mentioned previously, if every cellar had to
do this, it would no longer be something special. Yet I think not everyone wants to convey
the same message and each wine brand should focus on what makes that brand distinctive.
Adding a scent to a label will work for certain wines but certainly not all.

5.7.5 FOOD & WINE PAIRING

What you eat can change your perception of a wine and vice versa. Drinking the wrong wine
with food might not do the wine’s image harm but when food and wine are paired correctly,
the perception of the wine will be amplified and expectations will be exceeded. An excellent
example is the food and wine pairing done at certain restaurants (whose names I won’t
mention as they are not informed about me including this example).
My husband and I decided to each do a different 6-course food and wine pairing menu – in
other words we each had 6 different dishes served with 6 different wines. After being served
our first wine, the kitchen made a mistake and sent us both the same meal yet we received
different wines (correctly so). This happened for the second course as well. Once again we
had the same food but different wines. In the end we were delighted with the kitchen’s
mistake, not only because we got to experience a 7-course meal of stunning food in the end,
but because it highlighted the effect of correct food and wine pairing. In both instances the
wine was enjoyable but nothing special when sipping the “wrong” wine with the food. When
however sipping the correctly paired wine, both the wine and food complimented each other
resulting in absolute bliss. The wine came alive and I perceived the combination as being
perfect. Only then I realised the importance of food and wine pairing.

From the above I wish to illustrate the advantage it holds to have staff well educated
regarding which wines work with which dishes. Not every restaurant can afford a sommelier
yet in-house training can be adequate. Serve wines by the glass to accommodate this. Have
the staff give their inputs as to which pairings work best. Do experiments to see what works
best. There is a very handy guide I recommend interested parties to consult: The Food &
Wine Pairing Guide by Katinka van Niekerk and Brian Burke.
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6.Conclusion and recommendations
The South African wine industry is extremely competitive and very fragmented. Shelf
space is limited yet new labels are popping up like wild mushrooms. These new brands
are often not the result of proper research and also not supported by sound marketing
strategies resulting in mediocre results. Many wineries haven’t realised the power of
creating successful brands. Creating successful brands requires reaching the consumer
with the correct product ensuring satisfaction and repurchase. I believe this starts with
understanding the consumer’s preference and perceptions of wine. When comparing who
in the wine industry is actually spending money on research, marketing and advertising to
reach and understand the consumer, there is a direct correlation. The former dominates
the market share.

Wine is a cultivated preference. Most people have to learn to drink wine and acquire a
preference for it over time. South Africa is a wine producing country yet our per capita
consumption figure is very low. Beer, Spirits and RTD’s are dominating the market at the
expense of wine. Exports play an important role in the SA wine industry yet I believe
developing our local market is the key to success.

Our perception of a wine influences whether we will buy the wine, how we experience that
wine and also whether there will be a repurchase of the specific wine. Our perception is
mainly influenced by what we see (the label, the bottle, the brand name, the variety, the
price, the awards, the colour) but also by the smell, taste, what we hear and the
environment it’s enjoyed in.
Our sense of sight can overrule the other senses. What we see creates an expectation. By
simply changing the colour of a white wine with food colouring to red, our perception of the
wine is biased by what we see. When a wine is red in colour we expect to find “red wine”
flavours on the nose. Similarly an award sticker on the bottle gives the perception of
quality. We expect to taste quality based on what we see. When our expectations are met
by a wine’s intrinsic cues it leads to satisfaction and the possibility of a repurchase.

Our sense of smell is extremely powerful and is connected to memory. One of the biggest
problems with our sense of smell however is the lack of vocabulary to describe a wine’s
attributes. Consumers often have a difficulty articulating what they taste in wine and
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consumer language is seldom the same as technical language. Just as important is our
sense of hearing. North (2011) has shown that when people drink wine to the
accompaniment of music, they perceive the wine to have taste characteristics that reflect
the nature of the music playing.

Sensory analysis is a tool that fills the gap between what the consumer perceives and the
product’s specifications. It can be used to improve communication of wine. Sensory
evaluation helps to decode what the consumer says and what the consumer is actually
experiencing. It can be used to reduce uncertainty and risks in making decisions and to
ensure delivery of new products that will be accepted by consumers.

Experiential marketing and sensory branding are two techniques that can further benefit the
South African wine industry in building stronger wine brands and in turn consumer loyalty.
The advertising community is almost exclusively a two-dimensional world with the vast
majority of all brand communication focusing on sight and sound. However in many
instances, sound and smell are more effective than sight when branding a. Visual images
are also more distinctive when matched with a second sense. In Lindstroms opinion
(2005), adding a third sense makes one’s brand even more memorable to the consumer.

Building a brand requires building perception. Building a brand around its “personality”
gives it value and feeling, distinguishing it from the rest. Here the importance of packaging,
tasting rooms and wine festivals play an integral role. Creating a true sensory signature is the
key to a successful brand.
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8.Appendix A

Sensory Analysis Questionnaire
Please mark the appropriate box with an X.
1. At which Winery/Company/Association do you work?
2. What is your position at the Winery/Company?
3. Have you ever heard of Sensory Analysis (in other words Sensory Science involving
Difference Testing, Descriptive Analysis and Consumer Preference Tests)?
NO, SOUNDS
GREEK TO ME!

YES

NOT SURE

4. Has your winery/Company/ Association ever used Sensory Analysis?
YES

NO

NOT SURE

5. For what purposes was it used?
Please tick the appropriate box …
MAINTAINING PRODUCTION QUALITY
COMPARISON TREATMENTS
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
CONSUMER PREFERENCE
MARKETING RESEARCH
SENSORY BRANDING
OTHER: (Please Specify Below)



6. Would you be interested in finding out how Sensory Science and Sensory Branding could be
used to reach the wine consumer?
NO THANK YOU! WE’RE
DOING OK AS IT IS

YES, PLEASE!

Thank you for taking the time to complete the questionnaire! I truly appreciate your efforts.
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